
 
Color Writing 

 
The light that shined as I look at everything suddenly dulled with a tint of black. 

There was no longer any brightness as I looked around. The smiles of those around me 
didn’t bring me as much joy as I faked a grin myself. All around my bright world was just 
a dark abyss of the absence of color. I know that eventually the gloomy cloud will go 
away, but for now I just sit here waiting, waiting, and waiting. The fact that I have this 
cloud means that it is affecting the way I am to others and how I dress, even how I see 
the world. My clothes resemble something you would see an angsty protagonist wear in 
a story. A story that doesn’t have a happy ending. I wore pants and sweaters with the 
shade that matched my horrible, sad mood. I looked around and saw people that I 
cherish, but the cloud has taken over for now and there’s nothing I can do to stop it.  
 
 

The light, bubbly color of baby pink was a pleasant one. It shows that a beautiful 
baby girl is being born and it is a color that usually children enjoy. Their rooms and 
clothes having this pastel shade splattered all over. However, some older people enjoy 
the calmness and joy that it may bring them. The thought of wearing it may remind them 
of the amazing childhood that they had or they just enjoy the way it looks. This shade 
can also represent love. The sweet blush of someone’s cheeks as their partner places a 
gentle kiss upon their pale face. The feeling they may get when they look into their 
lovers eyes and the “butterflies” that are in their stomach are actually tiny hearts with 
wings and they flutter around. This color is a color that brings people happy thoughts 
and that is a wonderful thing.  


